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ABSTRACT
The goal of this project was to s'urvey selected school systems in

the State of Florida and to determine their philosophies, policies: and
techniques for grading reading.

The area of special concern was children

reading below assigned grade level but up to potential.
The focus of this paper was to identify reports to parents that

dealt in a positive way with below grade level readers and allowed for
affective as well as cognitive development.
Positive aspects of current reports were pointed out and suggestions for improvement to better serve needs of children reading below
grade level were made.
Since most school systems do give grades, recommendations vJere made
for further research and development of this project topic.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Problem Statement
Based on a survey of reporting techniques from selected school
systems throughout the State of Florida, what are the grading philosophies and policies concerning students reading below grade level?
Rationale

This project deals with reporting reading grades to parents.

The

study is specifically concerned with grades of elementary students reading below assigned grade levels.

Techniques 5 policies, and philosophies

di ff er am on g s ch oo1 sys t ems o n rep o rt i n g a ca demi c grades ( Ko h1 , l 93 2 ) .

Preliminary information indicates that some systems give failing
grades to below grad2 level readers.
~a~~T1i

c grades.

Others give effort as well as

Sti 11 others employ a competency-based checklist

approach.
Even though traditional grading has been around for generations,
there are a 1 ternative methods of assessment (Malehorn, 1984).

These

methods can be used separately or in conjunction with letter grades.
Since failing grades can have devastating effects on children
(Napier, 1976), new measurement techniques should be tried.

This is

particularly true of reading grades because as Granowsky, Middleton,
and Mumford (1979, pp. 826-830) state, "Many report cards tell parents
relatively little about their child's general progress and next to

2

nothing about their child's progress in reading.

The typical reporting

system neither communicates to the parents the child's strengths and
needs nor shows parents how to help their children achieve specific
reading skills. 11
This is a broad-based study in which fifteen Florida school systems
will be surveyed.

Gradina practices will be examined and compared.

Of particular interest will be attention given to below

~rade

level

readers.
This survey is needed to provide insight into various means of
reporting reading grades.

From this report, a new grading technique

could be fashioned to better serve children who are reading below grade
level) their parents, Chapter One teachers, classroom

teachers~

and

administrators.

Purpose
The purpose of this study is to examine reporting techniques and to
determine the philosophies and policies of selected school systems
throughout the State of Florida concerning students reading below grade
1eve1 .

CHAPTER TWO
SEARCH OF THE L1TERATURE
Philosophy
The "Wad-Ja-Get" syndrome is all around us according to Simon and
Bellanca (1976).

For this reason it is most important for school sys-

tems to consider the needs and abilities of individual students (Hi1lson,
1969).

Incorporated within the grading philosophy of a school system

should be provisions for affective as well as cognitive development of
each child (Thornell, 1979).

This is particularly true of grading

philosophy in reading because success or failure in reading affects all
other academic areas (Thomas & Thomas, -1965).
If provisions can be made so that every student can feel some
success in reading even though he is working below grade level, he will
continue to try (Combs, 1976).

If, on the other hand, the philosophy of

a school system does not reward the efforts of a child working below
grade

level~

the child will usually give up (Johnson, 1981).

Since a primary objective of reading instruction ·is to instill in

children an enjoyment of reading that will last a lifetime, school systems would do .we 11 to e 1imi nate tradi ti ona l grading of reading (Ma rs ha 11 ,
1984), or at least modify it to include marks for effort of below grade
level readers (Tewksbury, 1967).

When setting up its grading philosophy, a school system should keep
in mind "given the impact of grades on the lives of students, their
3

4

trust in the process must contribute in a significant way to their total
valuing of the school experience" (Hull, 1980, p. 340).

Many times, according to Schnepf &Me~er (1971), parents value
success in learning to read as the chief criterion for measuring their

child's progress in school.
Given these thoughts, it is imperative that school systems adopt a
philosophy which would allow each child, regardless of his grade level
or chronological age (Chall, 1983), to feel successful in reading not
only every reporting period, but every day {Schnepf &Meyer, 1971).
Policy

--~

It is the policy of school systems to report periodically to
parents on their children's progress (Kohl, 1982).

These reports

usually take the form of letter grades_ (Ahmann & Glock, 1975).

The

grades are based on a standard set up by local school systems in compliance with government regulations (Lawrence &Simmons, 1978).

The

standard by which students are graded is usually a fixed normative
standard (Farr, 1969) or comparison with others in the same grade
(Koons, 1980).
School systems issue letter grades on report cards as a means of
reporting to parents because parents can easily identify with report
card grades.

They themselves, as youngsters, were graded in much the

same manner (Kohl', 1982).

Numerical scores, achievement test scores, and pupil progression
results easily lend themselves to conversion into letter grades.
Appendix B.)

(See

5

Some counties give grades solely on grade placement because they
feel that additional grades may confuse parents.
additional grades for instructional level
on the report card to clarify which

g~ade

or

Counties that do give

effort sometimes add warnings

will be used for promotion

purposes.
Since the reading level of two children is never the same, it is
11

absurd 11 to expect children in a classroom to cover exactly the same

material successfully (Alm, 1981). in a given time frame {Dauzat & Dauzat,
1981) nothing more and nothing less (Hillson, 1969).

Yet oftentimes

this is the policy on which grades are based (Kennedy, 1971).
The grading policy of a school system should provide for a wide
range of reading levels within the same grade (Darrow & Howes, 1969).
It should provide incentive for those children working below grade level
but up to their potential (Yarborough

&Johnson,

1980).

If the policy

of a school system does not encompass grades for effort, a child will
not be motivated to learn, since he knows he cannot succeed despite his
efforts (Kennedy, 1971).
Another criterion on which reading grades are based is test scores
(Ahmann & Glock, 1975).

The International Reading Association (1979)

urges that no grades be issued on the basis of a single test score.
Only cumulative testing data should be the base for issuing grades, and
then very cautiously (Farr, 1969).
It is the policy of some school systems to give grades of

children reading below grade level (Thomas &Thomas, 1965).
of

11

F"

11

F" to

The grade

indicates failure, non-promotion, retention (Beggs & Buffie, 1969).

There are several reasons a school system should not adopt a policy
of this sort.

6

The grades a child receives on his report card will not be viewed
only by his parents and elementary school ·personnel.

College-en-

trance boards as well as future employers will be looking over his
cumulative records (Ahmann & G1ock, 1'75).
Receiving a failing grade could cause emotional problems for a
chiid as well as parental concern (Yarborough & Johnson, 1980).

Few

children profit from remaining in the same grade a second time (Thomas

& Thomas, 1965). Even peers show unfavorable attitudes toward retained
students (Miller, Frazier, & Richey, 1980).

In reading, one skill is based on another like building blocks
(Chall, 1983).

If children put forth their best efforts but receive a

failing grade, they will turn off from reading (Harris, 1970).

The

longer children stay turned off, the farther behind they will get
(Tew ks berry, 1967) .

Many times this can lead to chronic failure as well as learned
helplessness (Johnson, 1970).
Reading encompasses much more than just the reading academic area
(Rosenholtz & Cohen, 1970).

A student who fails to read will have

trouble with other areas of the curriculum (Thomas & Thomas, 1965).
Therefore it should be the policy of a school system to use retention as
"one alternative means of remediation and one that should be considered
only when all .other available methods have failed

11

(International

Reading Association, 1979, p. 54).
If it is the policy of a school system to use traditiona letter
grades for reporting grades of below grade level readers to parents,
perhaps there is some way to make this report more "humanistic
(Thornell, 1979).

11

7

This could be done by awarding effort grades (Malehorn, 1984),
using a checklist approach (Dauzat & Dauzat, 1981), incorporating a

reading management system (Lawrence & Simmons, 1979), or utilizing
individualized reading records

(Kenne~y,

1971).

There are other options

available also, such as pass/revise (Lewis, 1978), task sheets
(Mclaughlin, 1980), and individualized progress reports (Darrow, H. F.

& Howes, V. M., 1982).
School system grading policies must help to make reading what it
should be:

11

a personal adventure of reflection and extension (Lawrence

& Simmons, 1978, p. 332).

Traditional policies for the grading of

reading do not (Yarborough & Johnson, 1980) .

.Tec_b_ni que~
The reporting techniques used by most school systems is in the form
of a card, computer printout, or diagnostic sheet; is addressed solely
to the parents; and most often employs use of letter grades (Kohl, 1982).

There are other better techniques for reporting achievement of

children working below grade level, but up to poteneial (Evans, 1976).
A report to parents could have two reading grades--one to compare
the child with his peers, and another to show the child's individual
gains (Malehorn, 1984).
Use of a checklist approach is an effective way to communicate with

parents (Dauzat and Dauzat, 1981 ).

"By showing students and parents

what you expect as an end product, you are neither giving anything away
nor causing anxiety; you are, in fact, enlisting their aid in attempting
to achieve the goals you set'' (Kohl, 1982, pp. 46-48).

8

l.

Incorporating a reading management system allows for grades to be

issued based on an individual appraisal of tests and mastery

skil1s

along with interest and attitude assessmeni (Lawrence &Simmons, 1979).
Kennedy (1971) suggests

utilizin~

individualized reading records

for reporting student progress to students as well as parents.
Children rarely have to face parents with failing grades when they
have a chance to revise their unacceptable work in a pass/revise system
(Lewis, 1978).
Task sheets are individualized tests for skill development which
can be used as progress reports, and they emphasize "finding success and
not failure" (Mclaughlin, 1980, p. 42).

A technique which gives

a profile of a child's growth, diagnoses

his strengths and weaknesses, gives information for planning, yet still
allows for individual differences and needs, is an individual progress
report (Darrow & Howes, 1960).
The aforementioned are just a few of the many techniques which help
to give a real picture of a child's growth in reading.

They could be

used independently or in conjunction with letter grades.
In their

articl~

"How meaningful are marks in promoting growth in

reading?" Yarborough and Johnson (1980, p. 650) suggest that parentteacher communication does not take place in marks on report cards but
in notes to paren.ts and parent conferences.

They also suggest that "A"

to "F" marks tell parents very little about their child's growth in reading for a given period.
If school systems must use report cards and letter grades to report
reading grades to parents, then

11

the most important thing--and the

hardest--teachers can do is to reduce the importance of the form, to

9

talk to students about learning, and to create a situation in which the
teacher's voice is more trusted than a district-mandated piece of paper"
{Kohl, 1982, p. 50).

In summary, the preceding information has shown that children reading
below grade level should not automatically receive failing marks.

There

are many varied means of evaluation, and it is anticipated that those
listed, among
"A" to

11

others~

would produce better results than the traditional

F grading system, especially in the reading academic area.
11

CHAPTER THREE

PROCEDURES

The purpose of this study is to examine reporting techniques and
to determine the philosophies and policies of selected school systems
throughout the State of Florida concerning students reading below grade
1eve1 .
A survey will serve to gather information for this study.

Letters

will be written to a random sampling of school systems within the state
taken from the Florida Education Directory 83-84.
The letters will request information concerning grading philosophies, policies, and techniques employed by that system for the grading

of reading.
attached.

The project topic and reasons for doing the study will be
(See Appendix A.)

If there is no response from a school system or insufficient information is sent, a second letter will be sent for clarification
purposes.

(See Appendix A.)

A phone call will be placed to the proper

authority if the first two letters fail to secure the necessary data.

After receiving information from all the school systems surveyed,
an analysis of the school systems' grading techniques for reading will
be presented in a table.

An accompanying narrative will point out

common characteristics as well as differences from the traditional
to

11

11

F' 1 grading technique.

Once a system has been identified as having some unique grading
techniques for reading, it will be analyzed for attention given to
10

A

11

11

be1ow grade level readers.

The a.pproach used to deal with students

reading below grade level but up to potential will be examined and
characteristics of the grading systems will' be compared.
Fifte·en Florida school systems wi'11 be cited for the pu.rposes of

this report.
The conclusions and recommendations of this project will be based

on the search of the literature and the information gathered from this
survey.
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Definition of Terms
The following is a list of terms and·their definitions as used in
the project:
1.

Affective--having to do wHh\emotions.

2.

Be1ow Grade-Level Reader--a child whose reading level is below
what is expected of other children of the same chronoligical
age and grade in school.

3.

Cognitive--having to do with the .thinking process.

4.

Grade-Level P1acement--the grade a chi1d is placed in at
schoo·1.

5.

Grading Philosophy of School Systems--theories on which
policies of grading are based.

7.

Grading Techniques of School Systems--actual reports to parents
including design and format;

the end product of philosophy and

policy.
8.

Reading Instructional or Fluency Level--the level at which a
child reads comfortably and with comprehension.

9.

Self-Concept--the way a child feels about him/herself; how he/she

views him/herself.

13
Clarification of Terms
1.

Grad:..es--For clarification purposes, the tenn

11

grades 11 refers

" represented by the letters
to marks on the report card usually

A, B, C, D, (F, E, U).
academic grades.
2.

(See Appendix B.)

Jl.lso known as

Grading--the act df giving marks.

Grade Leve1--The term grade 1evel is used to indicate a child's
grade in school such as kindergarten, first, second, third,
and so forth.

If a child is working on grade level, he/she is

doing work expected of a child of the same chronological age or
grade in school.

CHAPTER FOUR
'

RESULTS
Survey letters had to be sent to twenty-five school systems
throughout the state in order to obtain the information necessary for
this project.

Only fifteen of the twenty-five school systems responded.

Reading grades on most report cards were arrived at in the same
manner though the actual technique for reporting grades varied in format and design (See Appendix B).
Some reports took the form of cards while others looked like computer printouts.

Still others were produced in triplicate copy form.

The policies for issuing reading grades varied, but most fell
within four categories:

(See Table I:)

1.

Reading grades based solely on grade placement.

2.

Reading grades based on instructional level as well as grade
·1eve1 p1acement.

3.

Reading grades based on grade level placement and a reading
effort grade.

4.

Grades based on continuous progress of a particular child not
comparing that child to others or a norm.

Phiiosophies underlying the grading of reading also differ from
school system to school system, but similarities also exist.

example, in most school systems it is

th~

grade level placement grade

that will determine whether a child will pass or fail.

14

For

Some school
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systems offer this as the only reading grade on the report card because
they feel that more than one grade can be confusing to the parents.
contend that a child or parent might look

at

grade and think it is the grade level mark.

They

an instructional or effort
This might lead, they say,

to false assumptions as to whether a child is passing or failing.
The philosophy for giving a reading grade at both the instructional

level and grade placement level is to relay to parents how well their

child is doing by comparing his fluency level with the grade placement.
Although several report cards do have the reading area broken down into
sub·-skills, there is still a need for a more specific division to let

children and parents know where weaknesses exist.
Another philosophy incorporates reading effort grades as well as
grade placement, and has been adopted by several counties.

This is done

to show parents how much effort the teacher felt the child was putting
forth in the reading subject area.
Pinellas County had a very noteworthy philosophy contained in its
Syllabus For Reporting.

(See Appendix B.)

Only two report cards surveyed used a continuous-progress approach

in which the child was. not compared with others or a norm.
The reading grades on report cards were based on pupil progression
test scores, standardized test scores, basal reading level and teacher
judgment.
Conclusions
One positive aspect of policy making is that many school systems
stress parent conferences right on the report to parents.

Some even

mandate conferences when retention is being considered and require documentation.

17

Since most of the systems surveyed do require grades in reading,
the need for a report to parents for below grade level readers is
apparent.
The reports to parents that have policies which consider the child
as an individual allow for affective as well as cognitive development.
They are the two which do not compare the child with others.

One

states, "This report has been designed to help you understand your
child's progress in school.

We believe the pupil's best interest will

be served if you will consider this report without comparison with
others.

Individual growth is the basis for evaluating the work of a

child.

This report attempts to show what degree each pupil is achiev-

ing at his/her own level of understanding.

all inclusive.

No written report can be

Conferences may be initiated by the parent or the

teacher at that time.

11

This policy is a commendable one.

CHAPTER FIVE
IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

More research is needed in the area of reading grades given to
below grade level readers.

This is especially true of those students

working up to potential and doing their best, but still receiving

11

F

11

grades.
Since this study only dealt with a small sampling of school systems
within the State of Florida, a broader base study is needed.

Perhaps a

random sampling on a national level could be taken.
The information gathered from a study of this sort could be used
to design a new report card to better serve the needs of students reading below grade level.
phy

The best part of each school system's philoso-

and policy could be incorporated into the design and format of this

card.

B. H. Yarborough and

R. A.

Johnson put the need for emphasis in

this area beautifully. in their article How Meaningful are Marks in
_Promoting Growth in Reading:

Few research studies have examined the :effetts
of marks, or the absence of them, upon pupil growth
in verbal ability, reading/language arts achievement,
or related affective factors.

Evidence as to whether

marks or retention practices either enhance or deter
pupil development in these areas is generally lacking.
18

19

Yet,

11

to mark or not to mark or to promote or not to
11

11

promote 11 are questions reading .educators, like others,

must address
The reading area is a most

impo~tant

one, and studies have shown

that a ch'ild's self-concept is influenced by both his ability to read

and his reward for trying.
P~commendations

A philosophy addressing the needs of children who are working up to
their potential and putting forth maximum effort, but still not reading on
grade level, is needed.

To give these children an "F 11 grade would take

away their incentive to continue to try.
Research suggests that there is a question as to whether or not
retention as a means of remediation is effective.

This too should be

considered when a school system sets up its policy.
It is mandatory for educators to provide a report to parents for
below grade level readers that is exp1anative, fair, communicative,
humane, and

as

Marie

Keeny (see Appendix B) puts it, "grades realisti-

cally without taking all incentive away from the child."

If this cannot

be provided, a child. should not be graded at all.
The report card should address the child as well as the parent so that
the child does not feel like a bystander in the grading process.

The report

should also point out the strengths and weaknesses of a child so that the
teacher, parent, and child can work together as a team to solve reading
problems.
Traditional policies and philosophies must be refined to promote
affective as well as cognitive development of each child in

reading~

20

It is apparent that many traditional reporting systems are not meeting
the needs of children reading below grade level but up to their potential.
~

If these children must be graded, further research is needed to come up
with one which does.
Most importantly, the individual child should be considered when
grades in reading are given.
Through this and further research a card could be fashioned which is,
as it should be, realistic, usable, and humane.
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May 25, 1984

Dear Sir or Madame,
I am currently workin? on my thesis project.

The project

topic is attached.

W'ould you please send me your county's philosophy and/ or
policy regarding r

e~ding

grades of those children who re;:i.d below

a ss:i gned grade levels?

Many counties give two r e::\ding grAdes to below grade level
children.

One grride is an tteffort" grride for the level at

which the child is currently working.

The other is an acadenic

grade for their assigned grRde level (usually no higher than a "D").
Other counties employ a more "competency-pased" method.
I would greatly appreda te

arv

help and informa t:i on you could

give me concerning your county's approach to this question.
Thank you very much.

Sincerely,

27
Project:
This project deals with reporting reading grades to parents.
The project is

specific~lly

concerned with grades

reading below assigned grade level.

o~

students

Philosophies and policies

differ within school systems on reporting reading grades of
below grRde level children.

For the purposes of this report,

the number of school systems cited will be lirn:t ted.

,.I.

.
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June 4, 1984
Dear
Thank you for the copy of the information concerning
your county's gradi.ng system.

Thi~

was

informative, however,

it did not specifically answer my question.
For example:
Student A is in the fifth grade.

His cummulative re-

cords (Stanford Achievement Test, State Assessment Test,
Pupil Progression, and basal
below grade level
11

(say 3. 5).

reader) show him to be reading
Wi 11 that child receive an

F 11 on his report ca rd in reading?

additional

11

Does he receive an

effort 11 grade for the 3,5 level?

use a checklist rather than the conventional
s y s t em ?

Or do you
reporting

Do a n y o f y o u r e 1e me n t a r y -s c h o o 1 s v a r y f r om

reporting system?

Please see attached memo.

I appreciate your time.

Thank you again .

Linda P. Ginn

t

hi s
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c:$t. Johm. County, 'J[~,tida
W. OOUOLA!i HARTLEY •
St. lohn Covnt)' Courthou••
(;)Trier Kini .tnd Cordt'v.t Slru•i
St. Augustintt, Florida
City In the Unittrl Sutnl

(011~t

·

8Ui"'CllllNTl:NDltNT

P. O. 90)( 500

ST. AUGUSTINE:, f'Lr"lRIOA 32094

Dear Parents:
I n order to c 1a r ify the grades you \vi 11 be see i ng on .you r ch i 1J ' s r c· r, . ;· ,~
card) wr:>. would like to explain,· 1n detail, the grade/lcve: reportir<) ·.::/"''>··.
If y~ur child is a third grader doing third grad'? viork \·Jith ~!~ir:! •J;'.j "~
materials, the grade on his report card r:ill reflect the ~core:; actuJl:; r'l'ceived.

If, however, your child has been placed in a third gr2d1~ c1a~sro~1m (;·:/~ ~·
doing work on a lower grade level, thr grades on his report card will ref1rc~
that he i$ not doing third grade \\'Ork. For exurnple, a third gr3'-'.er ·:;·)rki:-1~1 ,·_
second grade level may bring home average or above grades on his ci1i1y w~rk ~·
then receive a 0/2 on his report card becau~)e, no matter· 1.:hJt tJ.e d.:i ly ,·,1_1! (
a::;es, he is still doing "below grade level'' work for a t'1frd srl1de;". ·(/\;.,/ •·r'
level below actual p1acement will be shmvn in· red.)

SatLfactory grades that indicate the student is \voru:1 J inf! proq:'t~::1 t;._1,./.1
the accepted range for the grade assignment arr_!:!.Q_~ ne_r~~s_'>?_t.::..Ll.!'_J~.~1j_sir!:J. ~~-, ..
~:e also think it is very important that you study the
effort" g:~0d~ tn:C·3t.iS,~
this i.s a good indication of hm11 hard your child is try·iw1 to achie'Jf»
1

11

_Regardless of the letter grades your child receives, the Pupil Progrcssior
Plan for St. Johns County must be followed. This Plan includes pPdorr-;kPlC'l ir1
class, standardized tests, state assessment tests and meeting objectives ~,,~tu;•
by the county. We wish to emphasize that promotion or ret 0 ntion will be b~~~~

u1 student achievement and is not an automatic process.

APPENDIX B

SCHOOL BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY, FLORIDA
1960 E. Druid Road

P.O. Box 4688
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Clearwater, FL 33518

Telephone: (813) 442-1171
John R Elipey,
Chairman
Rev Albert G Blomquist, 0. Min.
V1oe-Cha1rman
Gerald R. Castellanos
Betty L Hbmilton
Calvin A. Hunsinger
Dr Frank X Pesuth
Wallace J Voege

Scott N. Rose. Ed.D.
Superintendent

J u.ly 12, 1984

M6 • U.nda. P. Ginn

VeaJt M6 • Ginn :

6oJt in60tr.ma.tfon on Jz..e.po!tting pupil p!tOgJte..6.6 hrui be.en
6oti.Walz.de.d .to me. 6oJt Jte..6pont,e.. 1 have. e.ncl.o.oe.d a. c.opy of; ouJt c.uJtJte.n..t
Jte.pou c.o.Jr..d and .t.he l> yil-a.bU.6 U.6 ed floJt Jz,~poJtting thM p!togJte..6~.
YouJi. Jte.queJ.>:t

Good fuc.k wlth youJt .theJ.>i-6 pJtoje.c..t and 6ee1 6Jte.e. to c.ont.a.c..t me i6 we.
c..a.n be. o 6 any 6U!LtheJL a,M~ta.nc.e.
Sinc.Vtely,

Ma,'ty f. Ze.ph

A.6 -6 ~ .to.11.t Sup vU.n..t end e.n..t.
Eleme..ntaJLy Educ.a.tio n
/ !:>lt

Enc~.

an equal opportunity employer

\

Marking Periods

ACHIEVEMENT

1

READING - Includes working out new words. reading with
understanding. and vocabulary development.

EXPLANATION OF CODES

*Achievement grade indicates progress in student's
instructional level relative to grade placement.

2 3

4

Abo::.~

[

tttjj

Below•

ACHIEVEMENT
GRADES 1-2
V-Very Good
$-Satisfactory
NI-Needs Improvement
LI-Unacceptable
·NA-Not Applicable
A-Indicates the child is working at
readiness level

SPELLING - Includes learning new words and applying
spelling skills in written work.

GRADES 3-4-5
A-Excellent
B-Very Good
C-Satisf actory
D-Needs Improvement
F-Unacceptable

(94-100)
(85-93)
(75-84)
(70- 7 4)
(0-69)

Above·ffiE

on·

Below·
ENGLISH - Includes grammar.
punctuation. composition.

usage.

c-1- rr~I

capitalization.

HANDWRITlNG - Includes correct letter formation and
legibility.

c ONOUCT
MATHEMATICS - Includes computation. concepts. problem·
solving and basic facts.

ART. MUSIC. PHYSICAL EDUCATION. HANDWRITING. CONDUCT AND
WORK HABITS. GRADES 1-5.
V-Very Good
$-Satisfactory
NI-Needs Improvement
U-Unacceptable
·NA-Not Applicable

*Achievement grade indicates progress in student's
instructional level relative to grade placement.

Above"§±E

on·

Below·

•NA- Not applicable will be used if a student is unable to perform physically 1n a
subject area. the subject is not taught at a particular grade level. er the
student has not been in attendance for at least 20 days dunng the marking period.
CONDUCT: Conduct is defined as "Demonstrates self control and respects authority and
the rights of others."

SCIENCE - Includes use of the scientific process skills.
vocabulary, basic information and research and study skills
appropriate to grade level.

CONDUCT

0

CON-OUCT

HEALTH - Includes vocabulary. basic information. application
and research and study skills appropriate to grade level.
CONDUCT

ART - includes understanding of art elements. expressing
creative ideas and demonstrating skill with art materials.

ATIENDANCE
PERIOD 1
PRESENT_ _

ABSENT _ _ _

TARDY_ _ _

PRESENT _ _

ABSENT _ _

TARDY _ _

PRESENT _ _

ABSENT _ _

TARDY _ _

PERIOD 2

CONDUCT

GENERAL MUSIC - Includes development of singing.
creativity. musical concepts (pitch. rhythm. melody. harmony,
CONDUCT
tone color} and participation.

PERIOD 3
INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC (ELECTIVE) -. Includes
development on a band or stringed instrument.

PERIOD 4
PRESENT_

ri-r I-1

CONDUCT

SOCIAL STUDIES - Includes vocabulary. basic information.
map and globe skills and research and study skills appropriate to grade level.

ABSENT_ _ _

TARDY_ _ _

skills
CONDUCT

PHYSICAL EDUCATION - Includes demonstration of physical
skill and knowledge appropriate to developmental level
(rhythms. basic movement. sports skills. coordination. game
rules and strategies. mechanics of the skills and health CCNDucr

··~~-~-~·--···~~~.~~~·~~~-~~~~.~.~~~~~~--··~~~~~~~~~-~~·~-~.~.~~..~~~.~~~-···'·

I III I
rT 1L1

ffiE
ffiE
EHE

BIB
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EEE8

ffiE

\....>
l\)
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BOARD MEMBERS

Putnam County Public Schools
Post Office Box 797 • Palatka, Aorida 32078-0797

William L. Owens
Chairman

Raymond S. Rood, III
Vice-Chairman

(904) 328-5763

Peggy Campbell
James L. Padgett
William J. Turnbull

C. L. Overturf, Jr.
Superintendent of Schools
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Ms. Linda P. Ginn

Dear Ms. Ginn:
This is in response to your inquiry concerning reading grades
in our district.

Since our promotion criteria is based solely on progression
in reading, much emphasis is directed to ~his subject.
On the report card~ the student is given a 11 letter" academic
grade: A, B, C, etc. for achievement. Sor U indicates grade level.
Our pacing chart indicates the progress a student should be
making each six-weeks period. If the student is below grade level in
reading, no higher grades can be given than the following:
ist 6 wks.

c

2nd

6 wks.

c

3rd 6 wks.

4th 6 wks.

5th 6 wks.

6th 6 wks.

D

D

F

F

Much success to you on your thesis project.
information will be of benefit to you.

Hopefully, this

Sincerely,

jc

Dothea H. Smith
Supervisor
Elementary Education

"Academic Excellence For The EigJ1ties"

._
"1"
\>"')

PARENT'S COMMENTS

ire shows that you have examined this card and discussed it with your child.
sh to add your comments in the space below.

PUPIL _ _ _ _ _ _ __
SCHOOL

HOME
D

PARENT'S SIGNATURE

1100

PARENT'S SIGNATURE

JD

PARENT'S SIGNATURE

RiOD

PARENT'S SIGNATURE

DD

PARENT'S SIGNATURE

:NDANCE

1st

2nd

4th

3rd

5th

6th

- - - - - - - - GRADE...OR LEVEL _ _ __

MOSELEY ELEM.

YEAR - - -

ROO

PRINCIPAL

Total

I

PRESENT
ABSENT
;TARDY

/IENDATION
)Upil is assigned to

for the

ring school year.

)upil is recommended for summer school?

_ _ _ _ Yes

Signature of Teacher

_ _ _ _ No

~

PUTNAM COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
c.:.r- r'\cn c _ - .

f\ ')

1-1 ;<It ....... rv·

.A.~-.r"t~

(
? /A./A?

~

l

Telephone (305) 667-7165

SUN COM No. 465 · 1011

1990 25th Street -Vero Beach, Florida 32960
JAMES A. BURNS, Su.,..-intendlint

S:HOOL BOARD

RICHARD A. BOLINGER
Chairman
RUTH R. BARNES
Vice-aialrman
JUDSON P. BARKER, JR.
JOE N. IDLETTE, JR.
DOROTHY A. TALBERT

June 29, 1984.
~\
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Ms. Linda P. Ginn

Dear Linda:
We in Indian River County are very fortunate to have in our School Board
Rules and Regulations a section addressing exactly what you are asking about.
The philosophy for grading students in the elementary grades is as follows:
Elementary A report of student progress shall be made each semester
in kindergarten. In grades o~e through five, student progress in
each subject shall be made each nine weeks during the school year.
Progress shall be indicated in kindergarten and grade one on the
report card by checking mastery of skills. In grades two through
five, letter grades shall be entere~ on the report cards to indicate academic progress if a student demonstrates satisfactory
performance of the work expected at that grade level. Grade level
achievement shall be entered on the report card for the student
who is not demonstrating satisfactory performance of the work expected at the assigned grade level. The nine week letter grades
shall be averaged to determine a final grade. When numerical grades
are converted to letter grades, the following scale shall be used:
A, 94-100; B, 93-87; C, 77-86; D, 70-76; F, 0-69. It shall be the
teacher's responsibility to assign letter or numerical value to
measurement devices. The symbols for plus or minus may be affixed
to the letter grad~ on the report card as an incentive to the
student; however, these symbols shall not be used in averaging grades
nor recorded on the permanent record. A report shall be made to
parents each grading period concerning the growth and personal habits
of the student.
I hope that this will assist you in your work.

Good Luck!

I/Pr~~~ograms

Mark Dugan,
Chapter

MD/k

llOARD MEMBERS
CHARLES I. CHESTNUT
llARBARA G. GALLANT
FRANK .I. LAGOTlC
..IAMES W. LONGSTRETH
MARGARET P, NATTRESS
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
DOUGLAS P. MAGANN, Ed.O.
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August 2, 1984

Linda P. Ginn

Dear Mrs. Ginn:
I am responding to your letter that I received in early July in reference
to your thesis project. Enclosed you will find a copy of an intermediate
report card which states our philosophy at this time in regard to grades
given in reading and mathematics. I hope this will serve your needs.
If I can provide any additional information, do not hesitate to call me.

Sincerely yours,

Synester P. Jones
Supervisor of Reading
/kmp

Enclosure

..

IL PROGRESS REPORT

SCHOOL BOARD OF ALACHUA
COUNTY
•·

1NTERMEDIATE

37

Pupil._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Grade_ _ _ _ _ School._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Teacher_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ School Year_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Principal:..--------·
I,

Th\s, grading system gives each student credit for actual work he has done. It does not compare his progress with others.

'

Habits and Attitudes

GINN Levett

~

Hello Morning!
A Pocketful of Sunshine
A Duck Is A Duck
Helicopters & Gingerbread
May l Come In?
One To Grow On
The Dog Next Door
How It Is Nowadays
Inside Out
A Lizard to Start With

- indicates a need for more appropriate behavior

Reporting Periods
2

3

4

5

6

Respects rights of

others
Obierves rules and
.. regulations
Uses self control

Grade Level
1 ....... Readiness (A)
2 ....... Preprimer (PP)
3 .•••••• Preprimer (PP)
4 ...••.. Primer
(P)

6 ....... 1
6 ....... 2 1
7 ..•••.. 2 2

8 ....... 3 1
9 ....•.. 32
10 ....... 4

Tell Me How the Sun Rose

A11ume1 responsibility
Oi &pla yt courtesy in

----~--~~~~-+-~-+----t--~-t-~-+--·------

s.naech and action
Listens and follows

11 ....... 6
Measure Me Sky
12 ....... 6
Mountains Are For Climbing 13 ....... Beyond Grade 6

..

Completes work on
time
Works well
independently

Grades in Reading and Mathematics are based on the
·student's instructional level.

Works well with others

Reporting Periods
1

Teacher's Comments

2

3

LANGUAGE ARTS
READING
Grade Level
COMPOSITION AND GRAMMAR

SPELLING
HANDWRITING
MATHEMATICS
Grade Level
SOCIAL STUDIES
SCIENCE
HEALTH
ART PARTICIPATION
MUSIC PARTICIPATION
PHYS. ED. PARTICIPATION

Attendance Record
Days Absent
Oay1 Tardy
Date entered, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date withdrawn._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Period 6.

4

5

6
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BAY COUNTY SCHOOLS
Poet Office Drawer 820 • PANAMA CITY, FLORIDA 32402 • Telephone 769-1431

Ottic.e of

PETE HOLMAN
Superintendent

May 31, 1984

Ms. Linda P. Ginn

Dear Ms. Ginn:
Attached hereto is a copy of the r~port cards used in the Bay
District Schools, both kindergarten and elementary. Please note
the graaing system and the way in which we differentiate students
performing below grade level.
If you have further questions, please feel free to call.
Sincerely,

Acton, Ph.D.

Assistant Superintendent
for Instruction

mm

..

Attachments

- SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS ROBERT L. YOUNG • KEN BROCK • THOMAS E. SMITH • DEANE BOZEMAN • LINDA S. GRANTHAM

lfefJV&Q3 g

Dc a r

.JUN 0 7 1984

4, 1984

June

~~~-~

Mr . Act on ,

Thank you for the copy of the in~ormation concerning
yuur county's grading system.
it

Th'is was

informative,

ho\.'.1ever,

did not specifically answer my question.
For example:

His cummu1ative re-

Student A is in the fifth grade.

cords (Stanford Achievement Test, State Assessment Test,
Pupil

Progression,

b c l o 1..· 0 rad e
1

'F 11 on

his

0

s '.1 ~' t

F

1 eve 1

( say

3 . 5) .

report

card

in

''effort 11 grade

adci·t_iona1
u~e

checkl is.t

m?

reporting

and basal

Do

a ny

rather

of

s~stem?

yo u r

for.the
the

~ee

ch i l d

Dot:s

he

3,5 level?

sc

t1

oo l s

attache~

Thank you

an

Or do you
reporting

va r y

memo.
again.

Sincerely,

Linda P.

reading

rec e i v e an

receive

conventional

e 1 e me 11 t a r y

time.

show him to be

Wi 1 1 th a t

reading?

than

Please

! apprt::cidtc your

reader)

(?

Ginn

f r om

t ~, i s

BAY 0·1sTRICT ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

TO PAArNT OR GUAROIAJ-\

PUPIL PROGRESS REPORT FOR GRADES 1"6

40

This report repre~ents on e11oluo1ion of vour child'$ progre~s
Its purpor.e is to keep you informed of how your child i1 devel·

oping ocodemicolly, socially, and P.hvs1c0Uy

GRADE _ _ _ _ __ YEAR _ _ _ _ __

If you wish o more complete evoluotion, pieoi.e feel free

schedule o conference with' your

child'~

10

teacher.

Please ellomine this report carefully; detach the form ond re
turn 10 the school ot your torliest convenientt:

ru DENT _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ TEAC HER _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ p RINCIPA L. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
: H O O L - - - - . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - A.OORESS OF SC H O O L . ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

·TY-------------------,

c

74·

ft-READINESS

3·3RD GRADE:
4·4 TH GRADE

aa

D 65· 73

F

0· 64

\ILLS

5·5TH GRADE

!·IST GRADE

b · 6TH GRADE

ACCEPTABLE

-

· NOT INTRODUCED

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Uw
w Q::

2

3

4

MUSIC

fJ)

LIBRARY

!
[

DISPLAYS COURTESY IN SPEECH 6
ACTION

0

--

z

WORKS WELL IND~PENDENTLY

:rt-

WORKS WELL WITH OTHERS

o~

COMPLETES ASSIGNMENTS

(!) ~

DOES NEAT AND CAREFUL WORK

< (/)

DOES INDEPENDENT READING
GRADE LEVEL OF READING MATERIAL

I- ~ CD

ABOVE

er

GRADE ON

BELOW

--

1

..Jo
~~
u

APPLIES GRAMMATICAL SKIL..LS

- _j

~

·-·

0::

·-------·------

I

ORGANIZES WORK&: MATERl+LS

--

i

PRACTICES SELF CONTROL

1

0

EXPRESSES IDEAS IN WRITING

(/)

..

..J

AV

4

LISTENS AND FOLLOWS DIRECTIONS

USES READING SKILLS

-..n

3

AV

AEAOS WELL ORALLY

l:

2

ART

READS WITH UNDERSTANDING

-·

1

0.. <(

GRADING PERIODS
1

IUl UNSATISFAC10Rt

...

-'
<
(/)

-<

6+ ·BEYOND 6TH

X UNACCEPTAELE

IN! NEEDS TO IMPROVE

GRADING PERIODS

P·PRIMER

2·2ND GRADE

v

ISl SATISFACTORY

PP·PREPRlMER

& 2·100

e e:s· e1

PLACEMENT FOR NEXT YEAR - - - - - - - - - - - - CODE

GRADE LEVEL OF
READING MATERIAL

INTERPRETATION
OF GRADES
"

FLORIDA _ _ _ _ _ __
ZIP

·-t---

RESPECTS SCHOOL PERSON~EL

EXPRESS£!) !OE.AS CRALL Y

OBSERVES SCHOOL RULES

·----·

'..'.'>

z

I

j

ABOVE

LU

CONDUCT

GRADE ON
BELOW

ATTENDANCE RECORD
C)

z

.J
..J

u.I
CL

-·

..

GRADE ON

FIRST REPORT PERIOD

BELOW

(.!)•

z·

-

WEIGHT
APPLIES SKILLS IN ALL WRITTEN WORK

,....

Lt:
~

1------------T~E~A.-~: HER COMMENTS
IST

ABOVE
GRADE ON
BELOW

-I

KNOWS EJ.ASIC FACTS & OPERATIONS

I

2ND

WORKS ACCURATELY

<(

~

,_:x:
<
"!:

4

YR.j

DAYS ABSENT

HEIGHT

LU

3

ABOVE

FORMS LETTERS CORRECTLY

u
....

2

DAYS PRESENT
APPLIES LH.Rt-itNG IN WRITTEN WORK

U)

Ill

1

LEARNS >.SSIGNEO WORDS

SHOWS SKILLS IN PROBLEM SOLVING
ABOVE
GRADE ON
i;;:.

\. r\\..4.1

3RD

FOURTH REPORT Prn100

I
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THE SCHOOL BOARD OF BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA
The Nation's Largest Fully Accredited School Syrtem
William T. McFarter

William D. Higginson,

Superintendent of Schools

Chairman
Joni J. Siskin,
Vice Chairperson
Jan R. Cumming~
Thomas A. Evans
Marie H. Harrington

June

Mary M. Kemper
Donald J. Samuels

4, 1984

Ms. Linda P. Ginn

Dear Ms.Ginn:
Your letter requesting information concerning reading grades has
been referred to me for response. Attached, for your information, are
copies of Broward County School Board policies, as follows:

interest

~6000.1

- Minimum Standards of Service Curricula - Elementary, Middle and High School

-#5104

- Report Cards, Grades and Promotion/Retention

i5106

- Graduation

We hope these policies will be helpful to you.
in the Broward County School System.

Thank you for your

Sincerely yours,

Dorothy J. Orr, Ed.D.
Executive Assistant to
the Superintendent
Policies and Procedures

DJO:vr
cc:

Dr. William T. Mcfatter, Superintendent

fquaf Opporruni:v f.r;ip!c•\'

"n.ui 1<..'1cTo A Tin;..: ni::-l= 11~rc . 11 ~ri

en~

'Ti-f\."<'FC:T J: C'rl -b: TH

r1 . FORT LACDf.RDALE FLORIL>:\ :B3l 2 • 30~ '/65-60UC 1
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!Gx6-5101

6Gx6-5101

PRIVATE INSTRUCTION
WORK DOt-JE UNDER PRIVATE INSTRUCTION SHALL NOT BE ACCEPTED FOR CREDIT BY Tl£ BROWARD COUNTY
SCHOOL SYSTEM UNDER ANY CIRCUt£TA.NCES EXCEPT IN ACCORDANCE WITH FLORIDA STATE BOARD OF

EDUCATION ADMINISTRATIVE RULES.
AU1HORITY:

r .S.

:Policy Adopted:

230.22 (1) (2)
11/13/6~

Policy Readopted:

915/74

6Gx6-5103

6Gx6-5103

FINAL EXAMINATIONS
EXAMINATIONS ARE A RECOGNIZED PART OF ANY SCHOOL SYSTEM AND SHALL BE SCHEDULED AND

ADMINISTERED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE RULES AND REGULATIONS DEVELOPED BY INSTRUCTIONAL
SERVICES AND APPROVED BY THE BOARD.
AUTHORITY:

f

.S. 230.22 (1) (2)

Policy Adopted:

Policy Readopted:

11/13/69

9/5/74

Rules

In high schools, students shall be given examinations et the end of each semester. For
semester end/or fit1al examinations, a minimum testing time of one and one-half 0-1/2)
hours shall be scheduled for each subject/course. Each student shall be provided
opportunity to give self-expression in the form of a written explanation of knowledge
attained. Therefore, one-half of the time allotted to each examination should be dev·oted
to essay or similar type of examination questions.
The grade earned on the final examination (semester examination where applicable) shall be
totaled with the orades earned for each grading period in order to determine the final
semester average or grade.
.
AUTHORITY:

F.S. 230.22 (1) (2)

Rules Adopted:

Amended Rules Approved: 9/5/74

11/13/69

6Gx6-5104

6Gx6-5104

REPORT CARDS,

GRADES AND PROMOTION/R£TENTION

'THE REPORTING OF STUDENT PROGRESS iO PARENTS SHALL FOLLOW PROCEDURES ESTABLISHED BY
INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES AND BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH FLORIDA STATUTES, fLORIDA STATE BOARD OF
£01£AT10N ADMINlSTRATIVE RULES, AND BOARD ADOPTED POLICIES, RULES AND REGULATIONS.
THE BROWARD COUNTY PUPIL PROGRESSION PLAN IMPLE.CNTS THE FLORIDA ACCOUNTABILITY ACT OF 1976
IN THAT: THE PLAN INCORPORAfES MINIMUM STUDENT PERFORMANCE STANDARDS IN COMMUNICATION
SKILLS AND MATHEMATICS INTO THE REGULAR CURRICULUM AND EXISTING GRAIX: PROGRESSION, THEREBY
ESTABLISHING A FLOOR OF BASIC SKILLS AND FUNCTIONAL LITERACY THAT ALL STl.Ci:NTS SHOULD
MA.STER TO THE EXTENT TH£IR INDIV~DUAL PHYSICAL, K:NTAL AND EMOTIONAL CAPACITIES PERMIT.
WHEN CONSIDERING PROMOTION AND PLACEK:NT OF AN ELEt£.NTARY SCHOOL STIJJENT, HIS/t£R ACADEMIC,
PHYSICAL, EMOTIONAL AND SOCIAL DEVELOPtt:NT SHALL BE EVALUATED IN AN EFFORT TO PLACE THE
STUDENT IN THE SITVATION WHICH BEST SERVES HIS/t£R NEEDS.

STUDENTS WITHIN SECONDARY SCHOOLS SHALL BE PROMOTED OR RETAit£D DEPENDENT UPON Tt£IR
ABILITY TO H::ET THE RULES ANO REGULATIONS PERTAINING TO PROMOTION AND RETENTION AS
Cl::VELOPED AND ADOPTED BY lHE STATE BOARD or EDUCATION, INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES AND THE
BOARD. IN SITUATIONS OF UNUSUAL OR EXCEPTIONAL NATURE, THE CASES MAY BE TAKEN UNDER
ADVISEt£NT BY THE PRINCIPAL.
AUTHORITY:

F.S. 230.22 (1) (2)

Policy Adopted:
Policy Amended:

11/13/69

9/5/ 14

Amended Policy Approved:

- 97 -
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6Gx6-5101.1

'6Gx6-5104

REPORT CARDS, GRA[)(S AND PROMOTION/RETENTION
Rules
flf.PORT CARDS - General (Grades 1-12)
Report cards are issued et the end of every nine •eeks of school and cover a period of
45 school days. Such reports shall be distributed to the students for delivery ta their
parents on the sixth school day following the end of the •arking period except for the
final report. The final report for high school students shall be llBiled. If a student
withdraws and does not qu;, 1 if y for a report card under thie provision, he/she shall be
issued a statement of academic achievement.
Secondary report cards ere prepared through the use of computer-printed reports.
the computer-printed report shall be retained in the school records office.

A copy

of

Not later than midway between marking periods, an interim report shall be sent to parents
of students who are experiencing difficulty including but not limited to the following:
l.
2.
3.
4.

railing

A drop of two or mere grades
Unacceptable behavior
Excessive absences

Re?ort cards may not be withheld from students because of failure to pay dues, fees or
charges for lost or damaged books or property.
Report cards end cumulative folders must be transferred from one school to another without
delay.

REPORT CARDS - Elementary Schools*
A student must be in attendance twenty-five (25) days to receive a grade.
In reporting student performance in grades one through five, the symbols· "A," "B," "C, 11 "D"
and "f" are used.

"A" - OUTSTANDING PROGRESS
11

8 11

-

ABOVE AVERAGE PROGRESS

"C" - AVERAGE PROGRESS
"0 11

-

LOWEST ACCEPTABLE PROGRESS

"f" - fAILURf TO 1£ET LOWEST ACCEPTABLE PROGRESS

A passing grade in readingt language arts, mathematics, science and social studies will
reflect appropriate progress in miminum basic skills.

•Nova Schools may deviate from this system for experimental purposes with the permission
of the Superintendent.
·•
Conferences with parents or guardians ere a required part of the reporting system.
least two (2) per year are recommended.

At

In order that the elementary principal may be informed concerning the progress of the many
students under the principal's guidancet all elementary report cards shall be turned in to
the office for review by the principal prior to being issued. Principals should review
these cards carefully in order to understand, prevent, and/or solve problems which might
arise from a misinterpretation of the card.
Elementary report cards shall be signed by the parent (legal guardian or individual acting
in "loco parentis") and returned to the teacher.

PROMOTION/RETENTION - Elementary Schools
Regular School Year Program
In order to be considered for ·promotion a student must •aster at least 85~ of the minimum
basic skills in the areas of reading~ language art6, ..athematics, science and social
studies at grade level;* additionally, in grade Hn>:.:. e. student 11ust also master each
standard tested by the statewide assessment program to be promoted to grade four. The
Oivision of Instruction, Curr ic:ulum K-12, shall detenid ne what constitutes mastery of the
ainimum basic skills.

- 98 -
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REPORT CARDS, GRADES AND PROMOTION/RETENTJON
Rules - Contined
PROM01ION/R£TENTION - Elementary Schools - Continued.
\.

In addition to the requirement of knowing 85~ of the ainimURI skills, students in grades K-5
who ere functioning below.grade level and who, in the opinion of the school staff, would
benefit by en additional year in the same grade,may also be retained.
It is required that a conference be requested by the school between the classro~m teacher
and the parent on or before May l for each student being considered for retention to
discuss the minimum skills in which the student is deficient and to review the educational
prescription for remediating the skills. This prescription shall include a recommendation
for promotion or retention based upon all available data.
If the reconvnendation is for retention end if the parent disagrees with the teacher, a
staffing shall be held which includes the classroom teacher, guidance counselor, principal
end other staff members selected by the principal. The parent (or the parent's substitute
when the parent is unable to attend) shall be invited to attend the conference. Backup
information such as Pupil Progression Plan folde~s, test results, sample of classroom work
and other information the staff feels pertinent shall be discussed.
The professional staff will recommend grade placement. The principal shall have the final
authority for appropriate grade placement of students within the limitations of Board
Policy and florida Statutes.

*

The 85% mastery·of science and social studies shall be required for purposes of promotion
in the school )'ear following the implementation of the "ANSWER" instructional fllanagement
system.

The staffing committee will
all available student data.

~ecommend

grade placement for exceptional students based upon

The staffing committee will give consideration to the

student's progress as il relates to the goals and 'objectives of the Individualized
Education Program including progress toward mastery of the appropriate Minimum Student
Performance Standards.
LIMITATION ON RETENTION -

~~L ELE~NTARY

STUDENTS

(Retention for all elementary students shall be limited to two (2) years in the
kindergarden throwgh fifth grades.)
Extended School Year Program
Surrrner School Eliqibility
Kindergarten through second grade students are eligjble for an extended year program if
they have been assigned the Primary Education Program Preventative Strategy all of the last
45 days of the regular school year.
Third through fifth grade students are eligible for an extended school year program
providing they have been retained at their current grade level during the regular school
year. If the student chooses to participate in the extended year program but does not
attend the full sunvner session or fails to master et least 85~ of the minimum basic skills
at grade level, the student will be retained.

Students who have been' properly classified as exceptional are eligible for sur.wner school.
REPORT CARDS - Middle Schools*
The grading system used in the middle schools and the interpretation of the letter grades
are as follows:

"A" •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• OUTSTANDING PROGRESS
"8
ABOVE AVERAGE PROGRESS
11

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

"C" ................................. ,AVERAGE PROGRESS

"0" ••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• LOV£ST ACCEPTABLE PROGRESS

"f'" ................................. FAILURE
"I'' .................................. INCOMf>LE TE
Conduct
"5" ................................. SAT I Sf AC TORY
"N" ......................... " ........ ?£EDS Itf'ROVEN:NT
• U" ............. ~ ...................... ~SAT I SF Ar.TORY

SlPPLEK:NT 126
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6Cx6-5104

6Gx6-5104

REPORT CARDS, GRADES AND PROMOTION/RETENTION
Rules - Continued
A passing grade in language arts, reading, sathematics 1 science and social studies will
reflect appropriate progress in minimum basic skills.~
Plus or sinus signs shall ·not be used in 11arking at any level.
\

-

The student's attendance for the marking period shall be recorded in the space provided.

*

Nova schools may deviate from this system for experimental purposes with permission of the
Superintendent.
TOTALING GRADES - Middle Schools
The final grade for the school year for each full-year subject is determined by totaling
the points earned for each of the four 45-day grading periods.
A•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 points

B•••••••••••••• &••••••••••••••••••&••••••••J points

c........•....•.•.•.•..• ~ ••.•..••..•.•••••• 2 points
0 ..............................••.•.•...... 1 point
f •••••••••••.•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• o paint

To receive a yearly grade of "A" a student shall
To r-eceive a yearly grade of "B" a student shall
To receive a yearly grade of "C" a student shall
To receive 8 yearly grade of "0" a student shall

earn
earn
earn
earn

FULL YEAR
Sl.EICT

SEP£STER

14 points
10 points
6 points
) points

7 points
5 points

SUB.I CT

3 points
2 points

To receive a passing grade in subjects for a full year at least one of the above points
must be earned during the second semester. In addition, 85~ of the minimum basic skills
must be successfully completed at grade level in language arts, reading, mathematics,
science and social studies. Successful completion of Work Experience Related Instruction
may be substituted for subjects other than language arts, reading or mathematics. The
Division of Instruction, Curriculum K-12, shall determine what constitutes mastery of the
minimum basic skills.
PROMOTION/RETENTION - Middle Schools

To be promoted e student must pass five (5) subjects during each year for grades 6-8.
(4) of the subjects must be from among the following five:

Four

Language Arts
Reading
Hat hematics
Science
Social Studies
Students who pass a subject for one (1) semester will receive one-half (1/2) credit toward
the five (5) subjects needed to pass for the year. Subjects taken for a full year shall
not receive one-half {l/2) credit.
Students may take up to one (1) subject during the extended school year period. Qlly those
students who will be eligible for promotion after successfully completing su11111er school •ay
attend the extended school year. Parents aust be notified on or before May l when it
appears that a student may be retained.
If the student does not attend the full su111T1er session or fails to pass the subject
including et least 85~ of the basic skills at grade level after attending sunner school,
the student will be retained. The decision for promotion or retention shall rest with the
sulMler session principal and staff. For students who are retained, consideration should be
given to their placement in an educational alternative program according to the eligibility
criteria contained in the Broward County Alternative Education Guidelines and Board Policy
6000.11, Educational Alternative Programs. Retention for middle school students shall be
limited to (1) year in the sixth (6th) through eighth (8th) grades, provided that the
student hes aade satisfactory effort and that an appropriate program hes been provided.
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1

Name

Grade----

~ S - Indicates Satisfactory

*N - Indicates Not Mastered

MINIMUM BASIC SKILLS

2

1

1

1

School - - - - - - - - Principal-----------·

~~~~~~~~~--~

Year 19 _ _ _ - 19

Teacher-----------~-----~~--~

4

3

Reading
Language Arts

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Mathematics

0 - Outstanding
S - Satisfactory

Social Studies

P - Progress Shown
N - Needs Improvement

Science

ART
RELATED ARTS

Grade Code

Reading Levels

A - Outstanding progress
B
C
D
F

Subject Levels

R - Readiness

R
- Readiness
pp 1-pp2-pp3 Pre-Primers
P
- Primer
1
- First Reader
21 - 22 Second Reader
31 - 32 Third Reader
4
- Fourth Reader
5
- Fifth Reader

-

Above average progress
Average progress
Lowest acceptable progress
Failure to meet lowest
acceptable progress
X - Effort needs impmvement

1
2
3
4
5

-

First Grade
Second Grade
Third Grade
Fourth Grade
Fifth Grade

MUSIC

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

Physical Educa_.!i:

3

4

1

2

3

4

Demonstrate:: skills and
conceptual growth
Exhibits positive
behavior and participation

BEHAVIOR
Obeys class rules

GRADING PERIODS

1 ,,.

2

3

4

•

•

•

•

Listens and follows directions
Completes work in assigned time
Respects authority

Q)

~ 1~

Subject

~

(!)

©

....J

l

'§

~

w

,~ 1~w
~

(!)

....J

11§ 1~
~

w

~

(!)

1~m
_J

1

11§
~
w

1~- 1~w
(!)

....J

11§ 1~~j
~

w

Thinks and works independently

~>
>-<

I

Reading

Teacher comment on attachment ( v)

Language
Each grading period covers 45 school days. A child must be in attendance in Broward County
Schools 25 days to receive a grade.

Spelling
Handwriting

ATTENDANCE
Mathematics

1

2

3

4

TOTAL

Days Present
Days Absent

Social Studies

I

Days Tardy

Science
it your child i? in an Exceptional Educational Program. the student will be graded in accordance with
the stuuent's Individual Educational Program (lEPJ in subject grades and/or minimum basic skills.

Health
*To Parents: Please note that if your child has received an N in Minimum Basic Skills or the
Level indicated is below your child's grade placement, there is a possibility of retention at the
end of the year.

Form #2497£

W18631

A check ( 1
teacher.

)

beside the grade indicates that the grade was given by the exceptional education

PHILOSOPHY

We believe that:
1.

All children are individuals and each is unique.

2.

The goal of the school program is to meet the needs of each
child.

3.

To enable children to reach their full potential, i t is
essential that a strong partnership exist between parents,
students, teachers, administrators~ and the school board.

4.

Teachers and parents should be concerned with all phases of
child development:
social, emotional, physical and intellectual.

5.

The student's self-image is directly related to his achievement in school.

6.

The fundamental purpose of reporting is to establisl1 good
cc,mmunication and understanding among parents, students and
the sd100J.

7.

Reporting student progress on the basis of individual growth
must be co11sistent throughout the elemPntary school.

8.

Parents need to be aware of the county promotion/retention
requirements regarding state assessment, achievement testing
and basic skills.

-3-

POLICY
The School Board of Pinellas County
Reporting Pupil Progress
Elementary

6G52-8.10

(c)

Each teacher of grades 1-5 shall hold individual and/or group
conferences during the first six weeks of school.

(d)

Each teacher of grades 1-5 shall hold by the end of tl1e first six
weeks of school a group conference or equivalent with parents of
the students in his/her class or shall hold a grade level conference cooperatively with other teachers on the grade level for
tht: purpose of interpreting the curriculum, the general school
program and reporting practices.

{e)

Each teacher of grades 1-5 shall hold a scheduled parent-teacher
conference concerning each student during the school year.
It is
highly desirable that these conferences be held during the first
sem~ster.
Additional conferences shall be held throughout thP
year as needed with parents of students who havP special problems.
A record shalJ be kept of each conference in the student's cumulative folder.

(f)

Each teacher shall record at each report period only factual information in the comment section of the card which will give additional meaning to the report.

{g)

No

(h)

In arriving at the academic grades of all students, teachers are
expected to carefully distinguish between the academic grade and
the student's conduct marks. All Progress Reports shall provide
some form of evaluation concerning the student's conduct or
deportment.
In no case shall the student receive an academic
grade which is contingent upon his conduct.

changes shall be made in the form of the Progress Report without the express approval of the Superintendent.

-4-
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PARENT'S CO:MMENTS

JEFFERSON

COU~TY

SCHOOLS

Monticello, Florida
ELEMENT ARY REPORT CARD
SIGNATURE _ _ _ _ _ ._ _ _ _ _ __

19_-19_.
Pupil's Nome _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

SIGNATURE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

xhool _ _ _ _ _~_ _ _ _ _ _ ___:__ _ _~~--~~--

Grode------------~--------------------Teacher-----------------------~--~~

SIGNATURE _ _ _ _~--~----

Principal ______________~------------------~

,.

SIGNATURE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Grade Placement:

It is recommended that _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
be assigned to Grade

for the

19_ _ -19_ _ school term.
Teacher---------------------~-----Principal~~~-~--~~~~~-~~~~~~-~~-~~~~

A MESSAGE TO PARENTS
It is the purpose of this report card to tell you how
your child is getting along in the grade to which he is
assigned. After careful examination of this report, please
feel free to ask for a conference with the teacher if you
think it is necessary. The best interest of your child will
be served through the cooperative effort of the home and
school.
You will be notified during the fifth week of each
reporting period of the progress your child is making.
This will enable him to improve his work before report
cards are issued.
DESMOND M. BISHOP '.:,)
+:"
Superintendent of Schools

v: .

.Jf.·.

eligible to receive a Certificate of Completion in lieu of a
Standard Diploma.
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Authority: 230.22(2), F.S.
Law Implemented: 232.24-5, 232.246, 230.23(6), F.S. ,

. 8.106

GRADIN6- SYSTEM.--The following grading system shall be used
throughout the school district unless an exception is allowed as provided
herein:
(1)

Kindergarten.--A written report shall be given to the parents or
guardian at the close of the school term.

(2)

Grade 1.--A marking system of S, N, and U shall be used for
reporting at the end of each of the nine weeks periods. These
symbols shall mean:
S = Sa ti sf actory
N = Needs Improvement

U
(3)

=Unsatisfactory

Grades 2-12.--In grades two through twelve the student shall be
assigned a numerical grade that can be averaged for a semester
grade and a yearly average with-the following symbols ~eing used:
94-100

A - Superior

85-93

B - Good or Above Average

76-84

C - Average

70-75

D - Poor or Below Average

Below 70

F - Failure

..

Incomplete I - Work Not Completed
(4)

· Conduct Grades.--Conduct grades shall be assigned for classroom

conduct as follows:
· 1 -; A

2-B
3-

c

239

(''\
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Project:_:

This project deals with reporting reading grades to parents.
The project is specificAlly concerned with grades of students
~

. reading below assigned grade level.

Philosophies and policies

differ within school systems on reporting reading grAdes of
below gr;,de level children.

For the purposes of this report,

.JAM.ESL. SCHOTT, SUl'ERlNTENDE~T
·wol

Principal
PROCRf.SS REPORT
Yi-.nr in School
l
2

10

)

52

4

Room Number

Teacher

,n l's N11me
• ,,

Q11inme1iter

3

the Parent:

This report hau been deeigned to help you underatand your child 1 e progress in school. We believe that the pupil'e bes
erest ~ill b~ served if you will consider this report without compari1on with others. Individual growth is the basis fo1
1luating the work of a child. This report attempts to ehow vhat degree each pupil ie achieving at hi1/her own level of
l1•r11t 11ndin~.

Conferences may be iqitiated either by the parent or the teacher at any time.

No written report can be all inclusive.

CODE OF DEVF.LOPMENT
Letter grades given in all major subject Hreae and social developaient areas indicated by capital letter~.
Academic ProRree&
D - Minimum Pro~rPA8

f.xcP·1~nt Pro~'"""
1;011•1 i't uRret>i;
.'.;. 1 .)!..-:

PI

Y. -

E £fort

NA - Not Arplicnhle

Unacceptnblc l'ro.,,rt·Hu

I -

l - Ahove AveraR~
2 - Avert!~,.

locumplcte w,,rh

N - Only giVt.!ll wht.!1' .. kill .. llt!cd imptuV~lll•.!lll
(First Graders receive letter grades begioninR third quinmester.}

vii!,! ebl:i

3 - Nt!ed .. lmpr0v~m~n

REPORT PERIOD
2
3

.:.. AnING/EFFORT
_. STkllCTIONAL LEVEL
Leern11 and use• ne"' words

Reads with understanding

I

--L.

REPORT PERIOD

l

2

SOCIAL OEVELOPHE.NT

I

WOl<K HAiHTS

-

Listens attentively
Foll~we ditectione
Works independently
Plana and or~onizes work
Completee work

--~

111'<>& word attack 11ki1le

Reeds orally with
expres1ion

3

4

1---....,.----·.J"------'....__

tlaeB t imc witJe ly

NGUAGE/EFYORT

STHUCTlOHAL u:vn
f'.•pr~ue-11 irlt!llll in ':"iting
!1111~1

ha•i.r.: g.-11maL11r in:

----··

----~,....--·--

...

_____ ---

RF.llAV I Ofi / WNOIJCT
1'1111·11.-1•11 •••l l-(untrul

others
Follows school re~ulations
Cooperates with ~roup

Cu~1111dcrs

oral work
written work.

forms

lett~rg

correctly/

W'rit~•

legibly
Spell& new vorde
Applies flpelling 11',ills in

\.'ritten work
THE MA TI CS /f. PFORT
.snWCT!OlH.L

Knave place

L~n
velu~

cf

nCJmbers
'1aoter·e nll!llber facts

(amputee accurately
ll aee

~m

rea11 on i ng in prob 1 em
-----~

'"'TI ·---==

derstanda and applies
ic methods

~cientif

aod applies

haBic skills and ideas
Uses map and reference
Bk i l le
:T

P8rticipates in activities

Achieve» desired skillt
'SIC

Part1c1pates in activities
Develop• performance
6kilh
Develops n:usic reading
skills
rrSI CAL EDUCATION
l'urtiri ates i11 activities
: 1 evt:"

1 o~

motor skills and

cuord nation

-

I~

I ENCE/EPFORT

llnderstanda

1

-....

oolving

•CJ AL STUDIES/EFFORT

~

Rf.A DIN\.

LANGUAGE

INSTRUCT ION'"·. LF.VE!.S

INSTRUCTIONAL IY.VELS

K
- Readiness
PPI - Pre-Primer l
PP2 - Pre-Primer 2
PP)
Pre-PrimPr J
r
- Primer
l
- First Reader
2-1 - Second Reader-first book
2-2 - Second Reader-second book

Grade Level (R through 6)

f_.J

r

__l_ ___

i-1

INSTRUCTIONAL
K
l

-

2 - IL:wk 2

1-2 -

'•

Thit·1f Rradr:r-flt>':mi".1 hooi.r.
- Fourth Reader

J
4

)
6

- Fifth Reader
- Sixth Reader

5

-

-

-

L~VE~S

Kindergarten
Hook 1

3--l - Third Render-first book

n,><)\< 3
·~ook

4

rlook

5

6 - Book 6
4

Days

1~___,...~m

I:

HATH

Pres(>nt

T1rueR Tardy

In the judgement of the teacher and the principal, thik pupi
18 assigned to

for 19

19

school yeat',

Teacher

Principal
l/13:JO.
A.B00i4:

~

~s

INDIAN RIVER COUNTY PUPIL PROMOTION POLICY
JNDJAN RIVER COUNTY ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

1ent.
)IJ •

IFeb. IApr. IJune

The following requirements must be met before ~student is eligible
for promotion. Items marked {x) indicates satisfactory achievement.

Nov.
Satisfactory evaluation of skills on
District Basic Skills Continuum.
skills required.
out of

Feb.

D D

Apr.

FLORIDA

June

D D
REPORT TO PARENTS

D

Satisfactory progress in the Basal Reader.

19 _ _ to 19 _ _
"' A composite score at the fourth stanine or above
on the SRA Achievement Test.

In grades three and five mastery of State Minimum
Student Performance Standards.

D

D

Name
Grade
~hool

nent.

Room

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_;_~~~~

'I.·

Teacher

ion

Principal

FINAL PROGRESS REPORT

April

June

p A E p A E p

When the next school year begins, your child wili be working
in Grade

To the parent:

The home and school share a common purpose -- the growth an.d
development 'of your child. Four times· a year, the report !:¥!provides a means of communicating with you concerning the pre.gr~
of your child in school. We welcome the opportunity for par.ftCJ

Teacher

I

June

,conferences.

Total
James A_ Burns, Superintendent
Vero Beach, Florida·
IRCSB PRINT SHOP 7681

ORANGE COllNTY, FLORIDA PUBLIC 5CliUOLS

JAMES L. SCHOTT, SUPERINTENDENT

54

Principal

School

PROGRF.SS REPORT
!idwol Yenr 19

19

Ytin r

in 8clwot

">

4

Qu l 1une • t er

6

2

l

4

Room Number
Note to the Parent:

This report has been deaigned to help you understand your child's progreu in school. We believe that the pupil'• b.
interest will be sen•ed if you will consider this report without comparison with othera.
Individual growth is the basis f,
~Jaluating the work of a child.
This report attempts to show what degree each pupil is achieving at his/her own level of
11n<lers t

anding.
Conferences may b~ initiated either by the parent or the teacher at any tim,

No.written report can be all inclusive.

CODE OF DEVELOPMENT
Letter grades given in all major subject areas and social development areas indicated by capital letters.

Effort
I ~ Above

Academic Progress

A -

~xrPllrnt

!I

c;110J

n - Minimum

ProRreAR

~

l'ro~reaa

C - Average Progress

-

Pro~rPIU
llnnn:rpl tthle l'rnlo(t r-rs11

NA I

Not

ApplirnhlP

1111 nmJll .. tr

-

W111

2 3 -

k

N - Only given when ski Us need improvement.

REPORT PERIOD
2
3

REPORT PERIOD
2

3

Avera~e

Avt•rage
Needs Improvem·

4

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

HEADING/EFF'ORT
lNSTIWC1'lONAL LEVEL
Len rns and u&es 1H~\.. 1o1ords

~RK

I

LANGUAGE/EFFORT
INSTRUCTIONAL LEVEL
Expresses ideas in writing
Uses ba~ic grammar in:
oral work
wdtt.en work
i'urm11

I

I

HABITS

Listens attentively
Follows directions
Works independently
Plans and organi~es work
Completes work
Uses time viaely

Uses comprehension skills
Uses study skllls

I

BEHAVIOR/CONDUCT

1-----1---~----4--------l-

Pr•rtir~•

correctly/
writes legibly

•~lf-control

Cona ide ra other•
_ Follows achoo 1 regulations
Cooperates vi th group

lf'!Ltrr•

Spe 11 s nev wcrde

Applies tp<dling skills in
vrit ten vork

READING

I

I

I

I

P
l

SCIENCE/EFFORT
Understands and appliea
acientific methods

SOCIAL STUDIES/EFFORT
Understands and applies
basic skills and ideas
Uses map and reference
skills
ART

Participates in activities
Achieve• desired skills
MUSIC
Pnrticipate1 in activitiea
u~velops perfonnance
skills
Develope music reading
skills

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Participates in activities
Develops ~tor skills and
coordination

Grade

- Primer
- First Reader

2-1 - Second Reader-first book
2-2 - Second Reader-eecond book
3-1 - Third Reader-first book

Knows basic facts
Kuowa 11nd uat-11 operat iona
Compute• accurately
Applie& ha•ic akill1 in
thinking and problem
sol ·,,.ing

I__, J I I

I

·-1J~
LANGUAGE
lNSTRIJCTIONAL LEVELS

INSTRUCTIONAL.LEVELS

MATHEMATICS/EFFORT
tNSTRUCTLONAL LEVEL

~--

3-2 - Third Reader-second book
4 - Fourth Reader
5
- Fifth Reader
6
- Sixth Reader
7
- Seventh Reader
8
- Eighth Reader

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS

K - Kindergarten
l
2
3
4

5

7

l~

1·

I

I

I

Book

-

Book 5
Book 6

-

Book 7
2

3

I

Days Present

I

Days Absent

I

Timet1 Tardy

I

In the judgement of the teacher and the principal, this p
ie assigned to

foT

I

-

&ook 2
- Book
-- Book 43

'

1

I I I

(K through

MATH

6

Fl I I I

L~vel

J9 _ _ _ 19

echool year.

Teacher
Principal
1/ 1 I
AB01

I

·1

I

I

I

FOURTH PERIOD:

'
c

\.-,

)
)

COLUMBIA OlUNTY, FLORIDA

Teacher Comment:

ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
PROGRESS REPORT
Name:

School:

Parent Comment:

Grade: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Teacher:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Principal _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
19_ _ 19_ _

Parent's Signature
FIFTH PERIOD:
To Parents:

Teacher Comment:

This report is sent to you at six week intervals during the
school year to inform you of your child's progress. A written
report cannot tell you all that you need to know about your
child's progress in school.
You are urged to make an
·appointment with the teacher when you desire to discuss your
child's progress.

Parent Comment:

Promotion to the next grade will be based, for the most part,
on your child's mastery of the minimum skills, in reading,
writing, and mathematics established for the gtade level.
Parent's Signature

Silas Pittman
Superintendent of Schools

SIXTH PERIOD:
Teacher Comment:

Reading, mathematics-reported beginning second period, first
year.
Handwriting-reported beginning fourth period, first year.

Parent Comment:

<..1"I

Spelling-reported beginning second year.

(.11

English. Social Studies. Science, Health-reported beginning
third year.

(
u.,, . ~r--•·c·

(:';~_,,,,...

.. ,.....

~

Okeechobee County School Board
100 S. W. FIFTH AVENUE

•

OKEECHQBEE, FLORIDA 33472

SUPERINTENDENT

BOARD MEMBERS:

DANNY L. MULLINS

CHAIRMAN:
DAVID HESTER
VICE CHAIRMAN:
DONNA ENRICO
TOMMY CLOSE
ROBERT JOINER
STEVE KOS

October 23, 1984

Linda P. Ginn

Dear Ms. Ginn:

We are enclosing a copy of our revised report card.
What we do in regard to grading is as follows:
If a child is one complete year below grade level, he should
receive unsatisfactory or D. However, "less than a year below" may
receive a c. Notice the explanation of achievement and effort. They
may be below in achievement but in effort may receive a "good" grade.
In our other programs ~ student may achieve satisfactory progress in
a defined program •. I would be interested to know more about the
"competency-based" method you referred to in your letter.
If we can be of further assistance, do not hesitate to let us

know.
Sincerely,

Dolly Markham, Coordinator
of Language Arts
DM/jtc
Enclosure

"An equal opportunity employer"

-

..........

EXPLANATION OF GRADE LEVELS

Reading

Grade Level
Achievement
Effort

Math

Grade Level
Achievement
Effort

Handwriting

Achievement
Effort

Social Studies

Achievement
Etfort

Science

Achievement
Etf ort

language

Achievement
Et fort

READING AND MATH
3
4
5
6

1 -

R - Readiness
PP - Pre-Primer
P - Primer
1 - 1st Grade
2 - 2nd Grade

3rd Grade
4th Grade
5th Grade
6th Grade
Above 6th Grade

, EXPLANATION OF ACHIEVEMENT
AND EFFORT GRADES
Grades are intended- to refiect each student's achievement in
mastering basic skills and other subject areas.
A

B

c

D

F-

Superior
Above Average
Average
Below Average
Failure

Student Is Reading:

I - Incomplete
E - Excellent
S - Satisfactory
U - Unsatisfactory
X - Not given at this time

1

I

--

GRADING PERlOD
2
4 I s
6
Year
3

Above grade level

Spelling

Achievement
Effort

Physical Education

Achievement
Effort

Music

Achievement
Effort

Art

Achievement
Effort

On grade level
Below grade level

I

-

Conduct
..,-·--~··"""'"'

-

--~-

~::;:.:::;

.... ~~~

CLAY COUhJTY SCHOOLS

19

58
_______ Grade ____ _

Teacher ____________ _

GRADING SCALE
A - 93-100
8 - 85- 92
73- 84

perforrnanct' HPiStH· mii·1· 11•u»vr: "
satrs1:-Jc:!ory gtath' tnJt tH: achieving
be'lov. grade l!'vei A student worktng
tieluw grade le ;el at the end uf ttie school
year may remain"' his -p1esenl grade

c

0 - 65- 72
F -

0- 64

1

2

3

4

SPELLING

Attendance
Days Present
Days Absent
O~ys Tardy

-

I

~·-·-

--

--- --

----

'

ENGLISH
Above grade level
On grade level
Below grade level

Above grade level

- 1 - - - + - - - + ------ -

~-~ -=+---~~~

3

2

--

MATH

..__A_b_o_ve grade ._le_.v_e_I_ __
On grade level

1

1

2 ----

--

---

-

.

---~

----

3
4
--·- -----·-------

··-

On grade level
Below grade level

~---

,____ ~---- ------

---

~---

~-------~·

=-

SCIENCE/HEAL TH

GRt~D!NG

SCALE

0 - Outstanding

S - Satisfactory
N
Needs improvement
U - Unsatisfactory

Participation
--~-~-~--~---~

Conduct
MUSIC

CONDUCT

~

Check indicates your child is making progress in this
area

-- ----r-T--T ---

· Listens and follows directions
·Has proper materials
Completes assignments on time
Makes good use of time
Gets along well with others
Demonstrates se!f-control

---

--~

--

-- --- ~---

· Please sign and return entire report to school
COMMENTS -

First Term

COMMErns -- Second tr:rrn

Parent's s 1gnat u r e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Conference requestefj Yes _____ ~\Jo ____ _

Parent's signature----------------Conference requested Yes ____ No ___ _

COtv1MENTS -- Third term

COMtv1ENTS - - Fourth term

Parent's signature ____________________ _

P<1rent's s 1 g n a t u r e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Conference requesff~d Yes ___ No _ __

Conference requested Yes ___ No _ __

REPORTING STUDENT PROGRESS AND

NOTICES TO PARENTS AND STUDENTS
1.

59

Hcport Cards

Florida statute 230.23 (11) (c) provi4es that at regular intervals
reports shall be made by principals or teachers in the public schools
to parents or those having parental authority over the children enrolled
and j n attendance upon_ their schools,; apprising them of the progress
being made by their studies and giving other needful information.

A. All schools shall use a report card as the primary means for
reporting student progress. Beginning with the 1977-78 school year all
elementary schools will use a standard report card. Junior, middle and
senior high schools will use report cards with a basic format containing
the student's name, grade classification, subjects being taken, all nineweek grades, semester and/or final exam grades if given and the final
grade for the subject.
In grades 9-12, the report card will indicate
whether or not a credit is earned; in grades 6-8, a notation of promotion
placement or retention will be made.
Information on attendance, conduct
and other factors may be included also.
B.

APPROVED: Serit. 20, 1982

EFFECTIVE: Sept. 20, 1982

Report cards are to be is~ued for all students, K-12, four times
ye :n re f 1 c c t in g s tu dent p r o g re s s for n i n e - week s e gm en ts and a c cording
to a schedule established each year by the Administration and Operations

8

Team.

A report card will also be issued at the conclusion of all summer

programs for credit or promotion.

-

C. Schools may develop additional or supplementary reporting instrumc n t s wh i ch may be us c d in con J u ct i on w1th iJ1C stand a r a rep o r t card .
2.

Report Card Grades

Report card grades must clearly reflect the student's level of achieve
Parents must be able to assume that students earning satiSiactory
grades in the regular program are achieving within the range appropriate
or acceptable for their.grade or the course in which they are enrolled
unless otherwise indicated.
rnent.

A.
Report card gr?dcs arc to provide the student and/or the student'~
parents with an objective evaluation of the student's scholastic achievement, effort and condµct.
Grades issued to students will be the traditior
al A-B-C-D-F grades with grades A-B indicating above-average achievement,
grade C average level achievement, grade D below-average achievement and
gr.ide F unsatisfactory achievement.

n. S t u Jc n t ' s a c ~1 d c mi c g r a d c s a r c t o r c f 1 c c t th e i r a c ci d c mi c a ch i e v e ment. Students who receive passing grades on their report cards can be
assumed to be workin~ witl1in a range acccpt3hle for the grade or subject.
1n regular classes involving the b;isic skills of reading, writing and
rn8thematics, a satisfactory grade (A-B-C) indicates the student is pcrfonning within an .:icccptable range 3nd above the remedial level.
Gr ;i d c s , \"' h c: n g i v c n , i n s u b j e c t s t n k e n a t a rem c d i a 1 1 e v c 1 rn a y re s t u Jc n t ' s p r o g H' s s i n th c r c rn c d i a t i o n o f the i Tba s i c s k i 11 s
Jcficicncics and do not reflect expected achie\·cmcnt for the gr;idc level.
lhc~e grades must be cJcarl
indicated os rcmedi.11.
C.

fl c c t
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June 1, 1984

Ms. l.inda P. Ginn

Dear Ms. Ginn:

I have been asked to reply to your letter of May 25, 1984 addressed
to Mr. Leon Rogers. The philosophy of grading children in Marion
County is to endeavor to grade realistically without taking all
incentive away from the child. Some sc]1ools do have a policy of
no higher than a "C" if below grade level in math and reading.
I am enclosing a copy of our elementary report card to enhance
your understanding of Marion County's grading system.
I hope this information is helpful to you.
please contact me again.

Sincerely,

Marie C. Keeney, Director
Elementary Education

MCK/ajj
Enclosure

If you have any questions,

--!, ;;

/

~

-~~,9'~[1J.Lc.>. L'l .....~ t.J.
JT NUMBER

VL-U) .-

"' .. ..,

Vvl-\.L.1-\,

SCHOOL

......

SEX
;FIRST)

F BIRTH

2

#3

PRINCIPA....__ _ _ _ _ _ __

~

(LAST)

l"LUtUUI-\

(MIDDLE)

PARENT'S NAME

·

J

"+

DAYS PRESENT

DAYS ABSENT

-

•

Y E A R _ GRADE_ _ __

j

DAYS TARDY

DATE OF WITHDRAWAL

\!ROLLED

:Y

II

SUBJECT

GRADES

1ST
w

a<(
a:

& 2ND

TEACHER'S NAME
1.

GRADING
PERIOD

(!)

2ND
....J

a:

>
w

u1
>

a<(

COMMENTS ~

(!)

-

3RD

UJ

w

COMMENTS

....J

4TH

UJ

w

....I

o
<(

w

a:

COMMENTS

(!)

IVll"'ll..

>
w
....I

I

.....I

a<(
a:

(!)

COMMENTS

TEACHER REQUESTS CONFERENCED

AVG.

TIME:

w

w
>

a<(

.....I

C)

UJ

DATE:

a:

READING

ENT
~CTORY

i----

nprovement

~
SPELLING

SF ACT ORY

l.ETE

2.

TEACHER REQUESTS CONFERENCED

DATE:
TIME:

GRADES
fH, & 5TH

LANGUAGE

ENT

$Cl ENCE/

'

AVERAGE

... HEALTH

·SOCIAL
STUDIES

iE

AVERAGE

CONDUCT

ETE

MARK
GRADING PERIOD
.S:

1ST

E- S - N - U - I
2ND

3RD

ONLY

COMMENTS/WORK HABITS:

4TH

AVG.

t-

o

'SS

llMER

SUBJECT

::>

w

z

<(

0

(!)

0

0

0

a:

J

I

:~:IC

PHYSICAL
EDUCATION

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

HANDWRITING

I I I 11

1-----1---1 1 - - - + - - - - 1 1 - - - - - - 1

3.

TEACHER REQUESTS CONFERENCED

STRENGTHS AND/OR WEAKNESSES

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Does neat and careful work
Works well independently
Works well w!th others
Is consistently good worker
Is showing improvement
Tries hard/good effort
Does careless/inaccurate work
Does not complete work
Does not try /poor effort
Does not follow directions
Has disruptive/inappropriate behavior
Is unprepared for class

DATE:
TIME:

-I
l

I
!

l
i

II

I
4.

TEACHER REQUESTS CONFERENCED

DATE:
TIME:

SPECIAL PROGRAM PLACEMENT:
ACADEMIC REPORT
Please note the level of your child's performance. He/she may receive a satisfactory
grade but be below grade level. There is a possibility your child may remain in his
pre.sent gr~de if he does not Jneet the requirements of Marion County basic skills.

I

I

NEXT SCHOOL YEAR ASSIGNED TO GRADE

I

ROAHD MEMBEHS

Wendell P. Holmes. Jr.
Chairman

Duval County Public schools
1701 Prudential Drive •Jacksonville.- Florida 32207
(904) 390-2000
ierb A. Sang
;uperlntendent of Schools

October 18, 198'1-

James H. Corwin, M.D.
Dr. Samuel P. Nesbitt
Wendell (Billy) C. Parker
John W. Sutton
Harry J. \Vagner

Mrs. Linda Ginn

Dear Mrs. Ginn,

Thank you for your inquiry into Duval County's grading policy
(enclosed). I am happy to provide you with information regarding our
Reading program and reporting grades to parents.
Elementary students in Duval County receive basal reading instruction through the Ginn Reading 720 series. This is a multi-level program
designed for students in grades K-6. Since it is highly correlated with our
district's Instructional Management System, we find that our students perfonn
well on our county-level Essential Skills Tests, the State Student Assessment
Tes ts, and the Stanford Achievement Tests. All students are assumed to be on grade level because they have
followed the district's promotional requirements (enclosed). Ours is a
competency-based system which means that in order for the students to be
successful in their grade, they must have achieved mastery of skills in the
previ_ous grade 1eve l .
11

11

Within any classroom group, as we know, are children \'fith varying
degrees of achievement (passing grades A-D; students with failing grades
have been retained). Based upon a diagnostic/prescrirtive approach, these
students must receive instr'Uction in Reading at varying levels of the basal
series. However, they are responsible for mastering grade-level skills
regardless of their instructional reading levels. Therefore, the Reading
grade on the report card is not determined ~y the reading level in the basal
series, but by mastery of ski 11 s in the county's Ins tructiona 1 Management
System. Mastery is ,determined by teacher judgment (Appendix U enclosed).
I hope that you find this information relevant to your project and
wish you good fortune in your professional growth. If I may be of further
assistance, please feel free to contact me again.
Sincerely,

Patricia Glasser
General Director for Instruction
Enclosures
PG:WB:hc
The Nat ion ·s Model Urban School District

NA>cfrwy

Jack
Vice-Chairman

APPENDIX

J/LA V l1. f

Q

STANDARDIZED NUMERICAL GRADING SCALE ANO
DESCRIPTORS FOR GRADES K-12

63

School Board Policy {Subchapter 8, Sectlon 9) addresses the
descriptive section of our grading scale. In an effort to promote
uniformity among schools in this district, a standard scale with
descriptors is required.
\

1. THE GRADING SCALE FOR STUDENTS GRADES 1-12 IN A REGULAR PROGRAM
NOT MENTIONED IN OTHER SECTIONS OF THIS APPENDIX SHALL BE AS
FOLLOWS:
A {Excellent)

93 ·- 100%

B (Very Good)

85 -

92%

77 -

84%

D (Unsatisfactory),

69 -

76%

E (Failing)

68i and be l ow -

C

(Sa~ i

sf actory

*Teachers may use plus (+)
end minus (-) symbols as
part of this grading
system with the letter
grades in reporting
to parents.

IE (Insufficient Enrollment)
I

(I ncomp 1ete)

(Incomplete) shall be made-up as soon as
possible but no later than the end of the next grading period or a
failing grade shall be assigned.
All grades of "! 11

2. THE GRADING SCALE FOR THE ELEMENTARY COMPETENCY DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM SHALL BE:
S - Successful Performance - The student has demonstrated
satisfactory attainment of objectives based on his/herability.
N - Needs Improvement - The student has not demonstrated
satisfactory attainment of objectives based on his/her
ability.

3. THE COMPETENCY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM GRADING SCALES. SHALL BE:
a.

Academic Grading Scale:

S - Successful Performance: The student has demonstrated
· satisfactory attainment of course objectives based on
the student's ability.
N - Needs Improvement: The student has not yet demonstrated
satisfactory attainment of course objectives based on
the student's ability.

78
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i)

Telephone (904) 829-6464

64

SCHOOL HO~RD
W.
St. Johns County Courthouse
Corner King and Cordova Streets
St. Augustine, Florida
(Oldest City in the United States)

0CUGLAS HARTL.EV

'

SUPERINTl:NOENT

P.

o. aox .sea
\

ST. AUGUSTINE, f'LORIDA 32094

ME M0 R A N D U M
DATE:

September 9, 1983

TO:

W. Douglas Hartley, Superintendent of· Schools

FROM:

Principals of All Elementary Schools, St. Johns District

SUBJECT:

Recommendations for Reporting Below Grade Level Grades to Parents

The Elementary Principals of St. Johns County recommend that the following
procedures be adopted by the St. Johns.County School Board for the 1983-84
school year:

1.

2.

If a child is working on grade level, follow the nonnal reporting
system as shown on the report card with two exceptions:
a.

"O", "S and "U grades are to be given in handwriting and
not counted for honor ro11 computation.

b.

A failing grade is to be shown in red.

11

11

If a child is working below grade level, please follow these steps:
a.

Notify the parent that the child is working below grade level
on the first interim report or at any other appropriate time.
(Example:

b.

Johnny is working on second grade level in reading.)

On the report card, the grade level.will be indicated in red.
(Ex?mple:

F/2)

c.

Below level grades will be recorded on the cumulative folder
in the same way as on the report card.

d.

For the subject in which he is working below grade-level, the
highest grade he can receive on the report card will be a 0
11

3.

11
•

If a child is to fail a grade, the card and the permanent record must
support your decision.

September 9, 1983
Reconmendations for Reporting Below Grade Level Grades to Parents
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4.

The grades on the report card will now be more indicative of actual
~
achievement in grade placement.

5.

It is suggested that if a child is'doing ucu or better work below
grade level, he should then be moved to higher level materials and
be graded accordingly.

COMMENTS
The School Board of St. Johns County

(Optional)

ELEMENTARY REPORT 'CARD

Notes from teachers or from parents to the teacher, as needed.

Grades 1 - 6
School

Year 19

-

19~~~

Name~~~~~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Grade
School
Teacher~~~~~~~~·

Principal

PARENT REQUEST FOR CONFERENCE
Please check (v) if you would like a Parent,Teacher conference:

Report Period

[----- ---l

2

--i----1

- TO PARENTS -

4

3

,,

·This card represents the teacher's evaluation of the progress your child is
making. In no way is it intended to compare the work of your child with
others.

l

I

i\ttenda nee:

Present

Absent

Tardy

Parent-Teacher conferences should supplement this card. Through conferences, you and the teacher can gain a better insight into your child's particular needs, interests, and growth. Scheduled conferences may be arranged and classroom visits are encouraged. Please make appointments in
advance.

Signature of Parent

This report is sent to you at the close of each nine weeks of school. Please
sign and return the report to the teacher at your earliest convenience.

CTI

Assigned to _ _ _ - - - ·

pr ('l cl E'

,...,

------['

~,.

n
'ulC

-

°'

Level
Dear Parents:

MATHEMATKS

_P_er_fo_r_m_a_r_K_e--tt,---+----+---~--~---1
Effort

Your child's report card contains a grade over a number in those classes
in which he or she is working below grade level. For example, B/5 would
show a student is doing "B" work at 5th grade level. If a student has only
a grdde, then he or she is working at grade level or above.

Level
LANGUAGE

Performdnce

Effort
Level

Regardless of the letter grades your child receives, the Pupil Progres':iion
Plan for St. Johns County must be followed. This plan includes
performance in class, standardized tests, State Assessment Tests, and meeting
objectives set up by the county.

SPHUNG

~~----~~_.,.~~~---~~---~~~~----t

Performance

Effort
HANDWRITING Performance

,

Effort
SOCIAL
Performance

EXPLANATION

STUDIES

of

SCIENCE

SUBJECT LEVELS, PERFORMANCE and EFFORT

Levels:
R - Readiness
1 - First Year
2 - Second Year
3 - Third Year
4 - Fourth Year
5 - Fifth Year
6 - Sixth Year
7 - Above Sixth Year

Performance:
A - Superior
B - Above Average
C - Average

Effort
~a

l

AND

Performance

HEAL TH

Effort

~

.~

Effort:

_J

0 - Outstanding
S - Satisfactory
N - Needs Improvement

('¥')~
N~

D - Below Average
U - Unsatisfactory

C7)

2

3

4

........
CD

Av.

BEHAVIOR (Social Habits/
Work Habits)
Res[2ects class/school rules
Respects others and their property
Uses time/materials wisely
Does work accurately
Works independently
Follows directions
Does ~york nea tl'i
Co mpl ett>s C:tssignments C?.n time

READING

~~~::rmance I

1

2

3

4

,Av.

11. _J Fl

.Attend;rnce!t'ardl:'.

0 - Outstanding

S - Sa ti sf actory

N ·· Needs Im provement

